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Second (2nd) Thursdays at 7:00 pm 
For those attending via Zoom: use this link: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89783229010 

Call-in Number: +1 301 715 8592 
Webinar ID (access code): 897 8322 9010 

One tap mobile:  +13092053325,,89783229010# 
Public Meeting - All are welcome 

 
7:00 pm Call to order 
 
7:01 pm Adoption of Agenda and Approval of Minutes  
 
7:02 pm Community Presentations 

Mayor’s Proposed FY2025 Budget - Lindsey Appiah, Deputy Mayor for Public Safety 
and Justice 

 

7:45 pm Consent Agenda                                                                                             pg. 11 

 Alcohol Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) 
Recommendation: ANC 6A protest the license application of Jumbo Liquors (ABRA-
000420) unless a Settlement Agreement is reached between the ANC and the license 
applicant prior to the protest deadline. Committee member Erin Blumenthal is 
appointed to represent the ANC along with the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC.  
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal 
application of New H Wine & Spirits (ABRA-093550). 
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal 
application of Montana Liquors (ABRA-097473).  
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal 
application of H Street Beverage Warehouse (ABRA-117278). 
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal 
application of H Street Spirits (ABRA-093550).  
Recommendation: ANC 6A protest the license application of Smokin’ Pig (ABRA-
127999) unless a Settlement Agreement is reached and that Interim Chair Velasquez 
represent the ANC in the matter. 

 
Transportation and Public Space (TPS) 

Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT in support of NOI-24-72-TESD, Lane 
Re-configuration of westbound C Street NE between 17th and 16th Streets 
NE. with one suggested addition for study and consideration: to reduce the travel 
lanes of westbound North Carolina Avenue NE from two lanes to one from 16th to 14th 
Streets NE to reduce driver speeding and improve pedestrian safety. 

 
Economic Development and Zoning (EDZ) 

Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter of support to the BZA for a request for a 
Special Exception pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 and Subtitle X § 901.2 from the lot 
occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1 to construct a rear addition to an 
existing, attached, two-story with basement, principal dwelling unit at 430 10th Street 
NE (BZA #21131) in the RF-1 zone. 
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7:50 pm Officer Reports                                                                                             pg. 24 

1. Accept Treasurer’s Report 
 

  Standing Committee Reports: 

7:55 pm Community Outreach (COC)                                                                          pg. 25 

1. Accept April 2024 committee report.  
2. Next meeting: May 13, 2024 (2nd Monday; usually 4th Monday) 

 

8:00 pm Alcohol Beverage and Cannabis (ABC)                                                           pg. 26 

1. Accept April 2024 committee reports. 
2. Recommendation: ANC 6A protest the license renewal application of Noble and Liquor 

and Tobacco (ABRA-122919), and that Interim Chair Velasquez and the Chair and Vice 
Chair of the ANC represent the ANC in the matter.   

3. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, May 28, 2024 (4th Tuesday) 
 

8:15 pm Transportation and Public Space (TPS)                                                          pg. 29 

1. Accept April 2024 committee report.  
2. Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT in support of NOI-24-99-TESD, Vision 

Zero Hardening at the intersection of 13th Street NE/Constitution Avenue 
NE/Tennessee Avenue NE with the following changes: 1) to slightly shift the pedestrian 
island on the north side of the intersection on 13th Street NE and Constitution 
Avenue NE to the east, putting a two-foot barrier between the west side bike lane and 
travel lane and making the pedestrian crosswalk two feet shorter east-to-west; and 2) 
to narrow the vehicle travel lane to improve pedestrian safety and move the 13th 
Street NE northbound bike lane curbside from North Carolina Avenue NE all the way 
through intersection with Constitution Avenue NE, while retaining vehicle parking.  

3. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, May 20, 2024 (3rd Monday) 
 

8:45 pm Economic Development and Zoning (EDZ)                                                       pg. 39  

1. Accept April 2024 committee report.  
2. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, May 15, 2024  (3rd Wednesday) 

 
8:50 pm New Business                                                                                                   
 
8:55 pm Single Member District reports (2 minute each) 
 
9:15 pm Community Comments (2 minutes each) 
 
9:30 pm Adjourn 
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 Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 6A 
Minutes 

Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
April 11, 2024 

 
Present: Commissioners Amber Gove, Keya Chatterjee, Roberta Shapiro, Dave Wethington, Steve 
Moilanen, and Robb Dooling were present. Commissioner Mike Velasquez was absent. 
 
The meeting convened virtually via Zoom at 7:00 pm.  
 
Commissioner Amber Gove called the meeting to order and noted the presence of a quorum. The minutes 
for the ANC March 2024 meeting were accepted and the agenda for the April 2024 meeting was accepted 
by unanimous consent.  
 
Community Presentations 
Vacant Properties and the False Claims Act (1000 C Street NE) - Assistant Attorney General Jason 
Jones and Beth Mellen, Assistant Deputy 
Beth Mellen, Assistant Deputy in the public advocacy division of the Office of the Attorney General 
(OAG), noted that this division brings civil enforcement cases across a number of areas including vacant 
property claims. On public safety, there is split control in DC between the local and federal governments 
and that extends to the criminal legal system and the courts. OAG’s jurisdiction is limited to juvenile 
offences and a limited set of adult misdemeanors; adult offences are almost all handled by the US 
Attorney’s Office. Assistant Attorney General Jason Jones spoke about a recently completed case on 
George Papageorge and the house at 1000 C Street NE, which has been sitting vacant for an 
indeterminate amount of time. Mr. Papageorge took ownership of the building in the late 1980s and it has 
been vacant since. The property has gone back and forth between ‘class 1’ or ‘class 3’ labels 35-55 
times. When DOB labels the property as vacant, the owner has the right to appeal during each half-year 
period, which Mr. Papageorge continued doing for years. He was assessed the tax at the vacant rate and 
appealed the decision, which got reversed each time. In 2020, the city council amended the district’s 
False Claims Act, making taxes regulated under the Act. OAG’s first case against Mr. Papageorge was 
under the False Claims Act from 2015-2022 and under Tax Claims for 2008-2015, and litigation took about 
two years, ultimately resulting in Mr. Papageorge being held liable for all the claims in the complaint and 
owing $1.8M. Mr. Jones knows that this is just one of thousands of vacant properties across the city and 
encourages neighbors to notify DOB if they suspect a building is vacant. OAG will get involved if it has 
been several years and there are false claims and tax avoidance involved. Vacant properties themselves 
are not illegal, but the taxes are more than five times higher on them than the normal rate, and blighted 
properties are ten times the normal rate. Collected taxes and penalties go to the general fund and to 
fund the OAG’s work. Ms. Mellen will be reaching out to speak about the Havana Building, which the ANC 
and neighbors have been flagging as problematic for quite a while.  
 
More information on vacant/blighted buildings: https://dob.dc.gov/vacantbuildings 
Anyone can report a vacant building through 311 or https://dob.dc.gov/ 
 
Consent Agenda: 
The following items were adopted by unanimous consent: 
 
Community Outreach (COC) 

• ANC 6A approve a grant to Miner Elementary School PTO in the amount of $1,000.00 to fund the 
renovation of a turtle habitat. 

https://dob.dc.gov/vacantbuildings
https://dob.dc.gov/
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Alcohol Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) 

• ANC 6A take no action with respect to the application for renewal of a Class A Retail Liquor 
License by 7 River Mart at 250 11th Street NE. (ABRA-126841). 

• ANC 6A take no action with respect to the application for renewal of a Class A Retail Liquor 
License by Exotic Wine and Spirits at 801 Maryland Avenue NE. (ABRA-118158). 

 
Economic Development and Zoning (EDZ) 

• ANC 6A send a letter of support to the HPRB re: HPA #24-174: new two-story and basement rear 
addition to an existing two-story rowhouse at 216 11th Street NE (Future Meeting Date: 
4/25/2024). 

• ANC 6A send a letter of support to the BZA re: BZA #20687A: Request for a Modification of 
Consequence from Board of Zoning Adjustment Order 20687, pursuant to Subtitle Y § 703 to 
construct a new detached, two-story, accessory garage with second story dwelling unit to an 
existing, attached, two-story principal dwelling unit at 1127 G Street NE (Future Meeting Date: 
4/24/2024). 

• ANC 6A send a letter of support to the BZA re: BZA #21094: Request for a Special Exception from 
the lot occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1, pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 and Subtitle 
X § 901.2 to construct a two-story with cellar, rear addition, to an existing, attached, three-story, 
principal dwelling unit at 235 10th Street NE (Future Meeting Date: 4/24/2024). 

 
Officer Reports:  
1. The April 2024 Treasurer’s report by Commissioner Steve Moilanen reviewed the expenditures accrued 

in March: $58.29 for Zoom Premium, $250 for notetaking, $771.19 for webmaster services, and 
$225.63 for printing supplies for the EDZ (checks #2096-#2098, respectively). The opening 
uncommitted funds available were $30,250.28. After accounts payable totaling $2,832.72 the closing 
available checking balance is $27,417.56. The savings account opened at $100.05, gained no interest, 
and closed at $100.05, and petty cash remained at $25. Commissioner Moilanen got the ANC’s support 
for DocuSign, which has streamlined the signature process for the Commission. The Treasurer’s report 
was approved by unanimous consent. 

 
Standing Committee Reports: 
Community Outreach (COC) 
3. The March 2024 committee report was accepted by unanimous consent. 
4. Next meeting: April 22, 2024 (4th Monday)  

 
Alcohol Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) 
1. The January and March 2024 committee reports were accepted by unanimous consent. 
2. The Committee recommended and Commissioner Roberta Shapiro seconded the motion that ANC 6A 

send a letter to ABCA to protest the license application of Verg Enterprises LLC at 1230 H Street NE 
(ABCA-127258).  

 
There was no representation from the establishment at the ABC meeting and the Committee would like 
to have a conversation with the business to understand the conversion of their current license. 
Commissioner Keya Chatterjee offered a friendly amendment of protesting unless a settlement 
agreement is reached prior to the protest deadline. The motion as amended passed 6-0.  
3. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, April 23, 2024 (4th Tuesday) 

 
Transportation and Public Space (TPS) 
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1. The March 2024 committee report was accepted by unanimous consent. 
2. Commissioner Chatterjee moved and Commissioner Shapiro seconded the motion that ANC 6A send a 

letter to DDOT Acting Director Sharon Kirshbaum, Ali Shakeri, DDOT Infrastructure Project 
Management Division and Ward 6 Councilmember Charles Allen requesting that the crosswalk be 
restored at Florida Avenue and M Street NE so that there is a way for west bound bicycles and 
pedestrians to access M Street NE and the NOMA/Gallaudet metro station and request that the traffic 
signal division review and adjust signal timing to further slow driver speeds to the existing speed limit 
on Florida Avenue NE. The motion passed 6-0.  

3. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, April 15, 2024 (3rd Monday) 
 
Economic Development and Zoning (EDZ) 
1. The March 2024 committee report was accepted by unanimous consent. 
2. Next meeting – 7:00 pm, April 17, 2024 (3rd Wednesday) 
 
Commission Business  
Single Member District reports  
Commissioner Dave Wethington (6A05) reported that DPR issued a public meeting notice for comment on 
renovations for Kingsman Dog Park; the meeting will be on April 23rd at Rosedale Recreation Center from 
6-8PM. The final report from the Deputy Mayor of Education came out on the assessment of the 
Maury/Miner pairing, and the recommendation is not to embark on the potential pairing until the 2026-
2027 school year. The Anacostia Watershed Society is doing its annual Earth Day cleanup on April 20th.  
 
Commissioner Chatterjee (6A01) rang the opening bell for the H Street Farmer’s Market. The Better Bus 
report is expected to be released soon and the Commissioner attended the Future of Metro event on the 
mall and learned that within two years, WMATA expects to have ceased procurement of internal 
combustion engine buses. The Ward 6 cleanup was great and the Commissioner and neighbors would like 
to set up an end of school year bingo event. Concrete barriers had been installed along the bike lane on 
Florida Avenue but were smashed within hours of installation due to fast and reckless driving. 8th and H 
Streets are not on the table for the restroom pilot – it will likely be installed at Eastern Market. There 
was a stabbing at 9th and H Streets and quite a lot of crimes committed by young teens or preteens, and 
in the current budget, all six psychologist and social worker positions have been cut at the schools in this 
area.   
 
Commissioner Shapiro (6A03) learned that the organization that provides urgent mental health services is 
having its budget obliterated and the Commissioner would like to take a close look at the budget as a 
Commission and identify areas that are going to undermine making DC more secure. The Commissioner 
suggests an elective ANC letter to the City Council listing those issues that have a direct impact on the 
community and city at large. DDOT has been responsive recently and there are proposals for speed bumps 
on F Street, which will help protect children walking to schools and the Rec center. The Sherwood 
renovations have not started but the Commissioner received a phone call from the assistant city manager 
who asked to compile all the documentation on Sherwood. A classroom had been without lights at SWS 
for weeks with no response from DGS and they were finally turned on this morning. There was a blind 
egress from an alley onto 8th Street and DDOT has agreed to put no parking on either side.  
 
Commissioner Moilanen (6A07) reported that Pacci’s will likely be allowed to expand into the second 
floor. The Commissioner commends DDOT on what appears to be a successful launch of the e-bike 
incentive program, for which the window of applications closes on April 15 month. They will have a 
presence at the H Street Farmers market this Saturday for community members to learn more.  
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Commissioner Robb Dooling (6A06) would like to give a shoutout to everyone involved in the H Street 
Alliance program and thanks Commissioner Chatterjee for advocating for the crosswalk at M Street.  
 
Commissioner Gove (6A04) noted that there was an exchange of gunfire between two people who knew 
each other at the corner of 14th Street and Constitution and North Carolina Avenues and residents 
expressed frustration with not being able to get through to 911; in this case residents can anonymously 
text 50411. The Commissioner is working with Officer Lewis to schedule another movie in Lincoln Park 
and attended the ANC 7D TPS meeting about a newly single lane at 17th and Potomac. The first district 
citizen’s advisory council continues to host monthly meetings and the Commissioner highly encourages 
attendance. Saturday, April 27 is the anniversary of Hill Family Biking and there will be a Throne 
demonstration in the Maury parking lot. The Ward 6 budget forum will be at the Northeast Library on 
April 29th. 
 
 
Community Comment 
 
Ms. Jen DeMayo confirmed that the budget town hall will start at 6PM at the Northeast Library on April 
29th. Ms. DeMayo is grateful to everyone that participated in the Ward 6 spring clean. The budget found 
here: budget.dc.gov 
 
This year's Emancipation Day celebration is on Sunday, April 14th at Freedom Plaza on Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW between 10th and 14th Streets NW. The festivities begin at 2pm with a Parade, followed by the 
DC Emancipation Day Concert at 3pm, and concludes with Fireworks at 8:30pm.  
 
Community member JoAnn Sparacino noted another round of gunshots fired on 8th and G Streets by 
someone on a motorcycle; no one was hurt. She will be in touch with Ms. DeMayo about environmental 
practices.  
https://hsema.dc.gov/page/alert-dc-current-alerts  
 
The meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm.  
 
 
 
  
 
 

https://hsema.dc.gov/page/alert-dc-current-alerts
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Alcohol Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) 
Recommendation: ANC 6A protest the license application of Jumbo Liquors (ABRA-000420) 
unless a Settlement Agreement is reached between the ANC and the license applicant prior to 
the protest deadline. Committee member Erin Blumenthal is appointed to represent the ANC 
along with the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC.  
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal application of 
New H Wine & Spirits (ABRA-093550). 
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal application of 
Montana Liquors (ABRA-097473).  
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal application of H 
Street Beverage Warehouse (ABRA-117278). 
Recommendation: ANC 6A take no action with regard to the license renewal application of H 
Street Spirits (ABRA-093550).  
Recommendation: ANC 6A protest the license application of Smokin’ Pig (ABRA-127999) unless 
a Settlement Agreement is reached and that Interim Chair Velasquez represent the ANC in the 
matter. 

 
Transportation and Public Space (TPS) 

Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT in support of NOI-24-72-TESD, Lane Re-
configuration of westbound C Street NE between 17th and 16th Streets NE. with one suggested 
addition for study and consideration: to reduce the travel lanes of westbound North Carolina 
Avenue NE from two lanes to one from 16th to 14th Streets NE to reduce driver speeding and 
improve pedestrian safety. 

 
Economic Development and Zoning (EDZ) 

Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter of support to the BZA for a request for a Special 
Exception pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 and Subtitle X § 901.2 from the lot occupancy 
requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1 to construct a rear addition to an existing, attached, two-
story with basement, principal dwelling unit at 430 10th Street NE (BZA #21131) in the RF-1 
zone. 
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May XX, 2024  
 
Acting Director Sharon Kershbaum 
District Department of Transportation  
Via email and the ANC Resolutions Website 

 
Re: ANC 6A Support for NOI-24-72-TESD 
 
Dear Acting  Director Kershbaum:  
At a regularly scheduled and properly noticed meeting1 on May 9, 2024 our Commission voted X-X-X 
(with 4 Commissioners required for a quorum) to support DDOT’s Notice of Intent to make vehicle lane 
adjustments to the recently completed C Street NE project at the split between C Street and North Carolina 
Avenue NE (at 16th Street).  
 
Reducing vehicle travel lanes to just one at this location would correct the dangerous double threat crosswalk 
design and improve safety for all road users, including children walking to nearby schools.  
 
In addition, we respectfully request that DDOT examine the possibility of reducing vehicle travel lanes from 
two to one on westbound North Carolina Avenue between 16th and 14th streets, based on the following 
observations: 
● Two lanes in the same direction encourage drivers to race each other and beat the light at 15th Street. Red 

light running is a near daily occurrence at this location and a red light camera would be helpful (this has 
already been submitted as a TSI request). We request a speed and volume study to better understand what 
share of drivers are exceeding the speed limit.  

● The protected sidewalk level bike lanes on the south side of NC Ave between 14th and 16th are frequently 
used by families with children going the wrong way (westbound) to avoid the unprotected (paint only) 
lanes on the north side of the street. DDOT has the opportunity to correct this inconsistent design by 
moving the westbound (north side) bike lanes against the curb from 16th to 14th Streets while retaining 
parking. The recent installation of a bike share station at the triangle park at 16th/C/North Carolina is a 
welcome addition and merits further protection for these vulnerable road users.  

 
Thank you for giving great weight to the recommendations of this Commission. I can be contacted at 
6A04@anc.dc.gov, and Transportation and Public Space Committee Chair Shaun Lynch can be contacted at 
6ATPSChair@gmail.com. 
 
On behalf of the Commission, 
 
 
 
Amber Gove 
Chair, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6A 
  

 
1 ANC 6A meetings are advertised electronically on, anc-6a@googlegroups.com, and newhilleast@groups.io, at 
www.anc6a.org, on Twitter (@ANC6A) and through print advertisements in the Hill Rag. 
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May XX, 2024 
 
 
Mr. Clifford Moy 
Secretary of the Board of Zoning Adjustment 
Board of Zoning Adjustment 
441 4th Street NW, Suite 210 
Washington, DC 20001 
 
Re: BZA Case No. 21131 (430 10th Street NE) 
 
Dear Mr. Moy, 
 
At a regularly scheduled and properly noticed meeting1 on May 9, 2024, our Commission voted X-X-X (with 5 
Commissioners required for a quorum) to support the request for a Special Exception  for relief from the lot 
occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1 pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 and Subtitle X § 901.2 to 
construct a rear addition to an existing, attached, two-story with basement, principal dwelling unit in the RF-1 
zone. 
 
The design has taken measures to ensure that the addition is in the character of the neighborhood and it will not 
disrupt the privacy, air and light of neighbors. The owner has proven that the Special Exception criteria has 
been met through submission of architectural drawings and discussions with neighbors. The ANC believes that 
this development will not substantially visually intrude upon the character, scale, and pattern of houses in the 
neighborhood. 
 
Please be advised that Joal Mendonsa, Michael Cushman, and I are authorized to act on behalf of ANC 6A for 
the purposes of this case. I can be contacted at amberanc6a@gmail.com, Mr. Cushman at 
michael.cushman@gmail.com, and Joal Mendonsa at joal.mendonsa@gmail.com. 
 
On Behalf of the Commission, 
 
 
Amber Gove 
Chair, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6A 
 
 
 
 

 
1 ANC 6A meetings are advertised electronically on anc-6a@googlegroups.com, and newhilleast@groups.io, at 
www.anc6a.org, on Twitter (@ANC6A) and through print advertisements in the Hill Rag. 
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Minutes 
ANC 6A Community Outreach Committee (COC) of Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 6A 

Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
Regular Meeting – April 22, 2024 

 
Meeting called to order at 6:00 pm. 
 
COC members present: Paul Spires (Chair), Adina Wadsworth 
  
ANC 6A Commissioners present: None 
 
Community Members present: Melissa Mazard, JoAnne Sparacino  
 
First Item: Consent to agenda.  
 
Second Item: Committee business: 
None at this time. There may be a future grant request for Eastern High School (lightpole flags) 
 
Third Item: Community input: 
JoAnne Sparacino mentioned she has joined the H Street Alliance but there have not been any 
meetings yet. 
 
Chair Spires put in a plug for J.O. Wilson’s upcoming fundraiser (silent auction), a May bike event 
from Maury, and a School’s Out Bingo night in the H Street Corridor at the end of the school year.  
 
Fourth Item: Future meeting: 
Chair Spires would like to have an in-person meeting for the next regular meeting in May 2024. The 
date of that meeting will need to be moved as it is schedule on the same Monday as Memorial Day. 
The Committee will work with ANC to find a new date. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:30 pm. 
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Minutes 
Alcoholic Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) Committee 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 6A 
Tuesday, April 23, 2024, 7:00 pm 

Virtual Meeting via Zoom 

Pursuant to notice duly given, a meeting of the Alcoholic Beverage and Cannabis (ABC) Committee 
(“Committee”) of ANC 6A was held commencing at 7:00 pm ET on April 23, 2024, on a publicly 
posted Zoom event. 
 
Committee Members Present: Erin Blumenthal, Joe Krisch, Monica Martinez 
Commissioners Present: Mike Velasquez, Robb Dooling 
Establishment Representatives Present: Mr. Chu (Jumbo Liquors), Bernard Gibson (Smokin’ Pig) 
 
I. Call to Order/Approval of Agenda/Approval of Minutes 

• Interim Chair Velasquez called the meeting to order at 7:03 pm.   

• Interim Chair Velasquez moved to amend the agenda to prioritize Jumbo Liquors which 
had a representative present. The agenda, as amended, was approved without objection. 
 

II. Community Comment 

• No community members in attendance to comment. 
 

III. New Business 

• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license at Jumbo Liquors at 1122 H 
Street NE (ABRA-000420). 

• Mr. Chu from Jumbo Liquors expressed again, echoing his previous emails, that he is 
not open to re-negotiating a new settlement agreement with the ANC. 

• Commissioner Velasquez articulated the past practices of the ANC to protest a license 
unless a settlement agreement is reached and explained that the city’s ABC Board is 
the final arbiter of the application for renewal. 

• Committee member Blumenthal and Commissioner Dooling communicated that the 
Settlement Agreement is a reinforcement of existing DC laws and expectations of 
neighbors of a commitment to good business practices. 

• Ms. Blumenthal offered to work with Mr. Chu and offered to meet with him in person 
to discuss the settlement agreement. 

• Petitions/letters of opposition or support must be filed on or before 5/28/24. 

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
protest the license application of Jumbo Liquors unless a Settlement Agreement is 
reached between the ANC and the license applicant prior to the protest deadline.  

• Interim Chair Velasquez moved to amend the motion that Committee member 
Blumenthal is appointed to represent the ANC along with the Chair and Vice Chair of 
the ANC.  
o Committee member Krisch seconded the motion and the motion passed 

unanimously. 

• Interim Chair Velasquez recommended that the ANC consider taking this item off of 
the consent. 
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• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license with a tasting endorsement at 
New H Wine & Spirits at 914 H Street NE (ABRA-093550). 

• Interim Chair Velasquez communicated that he was not able to contact the owner and 
was not able to obtain contact information from ABCA. 

• New H Wine & Spirits has a settlement agreement in place with the ANC. 

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
take no action with regard to the license renewal application of New H Wine & Spirits, 
and that the Chair of the ABC Committee and the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC 
represent the ANC in the matter. 
o Commissioner Dooling seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license with a tasting endorsement at 
Montana Liquors at 710 H Street NE (ABRA-097473). 

• Montana Liquors has a settlement agreement in place with the ANC. 

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
take no action with regard to the license renewal application of Montana Liquors, and 
that the Chair of the ABC Committee and the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC 
represent the ANC in the matter. 
o Committee member Krisch seconded the motion and the motion passed 

unanimously. 
 

• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license with a tasting endorsement at 
H Street Beverage Warehouse at 14 H Street NE (ABRA-117278). 

• Interim Chair Velasquez communicated that he has heard no concerns from the 
community about H Street Beverage Warehouse. 

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
take no action with regard to the license renewal application of H Street Beverage 
Warehouse, and that the Chair of the ABC Committee and the Chair and Vice Chair of 
the ANC represent the ANC in the matter. 
o Commissioner Dooling seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license with a tasting endorsement at 
H Street Spirits at 1368 H Street NE (ABRA-118781). 

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
take no action with regard to the license renewal application of H Street Spirits, and 
that the Chair of the ABC Committee and the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC 
represent the ANC in the matter. 
o Commissioner Dooling seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

• Discussion of renewal of a Class A retail liquor store license at Noble Liquor and Tobacco 
at 1305 H Street NE (ABRA-122919). 

• There were no representatives present from Noble Liquor and Tobacco. 

• Committee member Blumenthal communicated that the signage of Noble Liquor and 
Tobacco indicates that the business is operating as a medical marijuana dispensary. 

• Commissioner Dooling moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC protest the 
license renewal application of Noble and Liquor and Tobacco, and that the Chair of 
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the ABC Committee and the Chair and Vice Chair of the ANC represent the ANC in the 
matter. 
o Committee member Blumenthal seconded the motion and the motion passed 

unanimously. 

• Interim Chair Velasquez recommended to take this item off of the consent agenda for 
further discussion at the next ANC meeting. 

 

• Discussion of application for a Class C tavern license at Smokin’ Pig with Carry-out and 
Delivery, Live Entertainment and Cover Charge, and Game of Skill Endorsements at 1208 H 
Street NE (ABRA-127999). 

• Mr. Gibson was present to represent Smokin’ Pig. 

• The previous license for Smokin’ Pig was held by an ex-business partner and returned 
to ABCA.  

• Mr. Gibson communicated that the Game of Skill Endorsement was for a sportsbook 
betting machine. 

• Mr. Gibson communicated that there are no plans for live entertainment but is 
requesting the endorsement for occasional events. 

• Mr. Gibson stated that his stipulated license has the old license number listed, which 
needs to be corrected. 

• Committee member Blumenthal inquired if the business model/operations will be 
changing for Smokin’ Pig, to which Mr. Gibson responded that they are not. 

• Committee member Blumenthal inquired about any previous license 
suspension/removal. 
o Mr. Gibson responded that their liquor license was previously suspended for two 

years in 2013/2014 due to stabbing incident.  
o Smokin’ Pig will have security for any late-night events. 

• ANC 6A previously supported a stipulated license.  

• Committee member Blumenthal moved that the Committee recommend that the ANC 
protest the license application of Smokin’ Pig unless a Settlement Agreement is 
reached and that Interim Chair Velasquez represent the ANC in the matter. 
o Commissioner Dooling seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously.  

 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:25 pm.  
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Minutes 
ANC 6A Transportation & Public Space Committee Meeting 

Monday, April 15, 2024 at 7:00 pm 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 

  
I. Meeting called to order at 7:04 pm. 
 
II. Introductions & Announcements. 

 
Committee members present: Caitlin Rogger (Secretary), Mark Sussman, Jeff Fletcher, and Paul 
Angelone. 
Commissioners present: Keya Chatterjee (6A01), Roberta Shapiro (6A03), Dave Wethington (6A05). 

 
III. Old Business. 

A. DDOT update on the Florida Avenue NE Streetscape Project. Mr. Nandlal Gevaria (Project 
Manager) updated the committee and community on progress on the Florida Avenue NE 
Streetscape Project. The project is currently at 75% completion (cost and schedule) and is still 
on target for a Oct 30, 2024 completion date. DC Water has been fully supporting the project, 
getting crews in on weekends where needed to stay on schedule. DDOT has completed on all 
pavement markings and bike curbs from 2nd to 9th Streets NE. The focus of the project is now 
between 9th and 14th Streets NE for water main work and for traffic signal and streetlight 
installation. DDOT is also working on sidewalks between 12th and 14th Streets NE. Work 
between 9th Street NE to West Virginia Avenue NE will happen in September 2024 and DDOT 
will spend most of October addressing outstanding items on the punch list. Mr. Andrew 
Grinberg from DDOT presented minor changes to the project related to WMATA. DDOT has 
been working the Florida Avenue Project while WMATA has been in the process of redesigning 
its bus network (Better Bus Project). So far WMATA has not decided whether or not to restart 
bus service on the former X3 line, so the Florida Avenue Project team has decided to hold off 
on installing the “floating” bus stops east of West Virginia Avenue NE. Mr. Grinberg highlighted 
the former bus stop on the north side of Florida Avenue NE at Montello Avenue NE as an 
example where DDOT now plans simply to install the protected bike lanes without a bus stop, 
and remove the right turn pocket. If WMATA returns the bus service to this part of the project 
corridor then DDOT will look at installing the “floating” bus stops at a later time. 
i. Commissioner Chatterjee inquired about the intersection of M Street and Florida Avenue 

NEwhere there used to be a crosswalk, specifically citing the dangerous conditions of 
excessive vehicle speed on the fresh pavement and bicycles turning left from westbound 
Florida Avenue bike lanes across traffic to M St in the direction of the NoMa/Gallaudet 
Metro stop. A letter from the DDOT Directo r said that the former crosswalk would remain, 
but it did not. Commissioner Chatterjee reemphasized that the community (including 
ANC6A, ANC 6C, and ANC 5D) would like the crosswalk returned, and added a request to 
adjust the timing on the traffic signals to force vehicles to obey the posted speed limits. 
Mr. Gevaria responded that the project team briefed Mr. Shakeri, and that DDOT is 
expecting related letters from the ANCs.  

ii. Committee Member Mark Sussman asked if we can expect an NOI regarding changes to the 
intersection at 12th Street NE/Florida Avenue NE/Montello Avenue NE/K Street NE. Mr. 
Grinberg said his changes to the Florida Avenue Project only involve the bus stops on the 
north side of the street, and that the intersection itself is not being redesigned.  

 
IV. New Business. 

https://floridaavene-streetscape.ddot.dc.gov/
mailto:ngevaria@somateng.com
mailto:andrew.grinberg@dc.gov
mailto:andrew.grinberg@dc.gov
https://www.wmata.com/initiatives/plans/Better-Bus/About-the-Project.cfm
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A. DDOT NOI-24-99-TESD: Vision Zero Hardening at the intersection of 13th Street NE/Constitution 
Avnuee NE/Tennessee Avenue NE. Committee Member Sussman presented the NOI details, and 
two changes being suggesting by the TPS Committee: 1) to slightly shift the pedestrian island 
on 13th Street NE north Constitution Avenue NE to the east, putting a two-foot barrier 
between the bike lane and travel lane and making the pedestrian crosswalk two feet shorter 
east-to-west; and 2) to move the 13th Street NE northbound bike lane curbside from North 
Carolina Avenue NE all the way through intersection with Constitution Avenue NE. There is 
enough width on the 13th Street northbound one-way street to have a two-feet buffer 
between the bike lane, parking, and travel lane without removing a single parking spot. 13th 
Street NE is a 15 foot travel lane, which could be reduced to 12 feet, allowing the bike lane to 
be protected through the intersection and make the island more contiguous (instead of three 
separate pieces).  
i. Committee Member Rogger asked if Mr. Sussman had any sense from DDOT on why the NOI 

was designed like this in the first place. Mr. Sussman suggested that DDOT likely simply 
hardened the existing flexipost footprint. 

ii. Committee Member Angelone asked if these suggested modifications would have any 
impacts on stormwater management, which has prevented more comprehensive street 
improvements in some areas. Mr. Sussman said that the utilities are marked in the NOI 
diagram, and that shifting the island two feet should not disrupt the utilities as marked. 
DDOT personnel have said the suggestions appear feasible. 

iii. Commissioner Wethington noted that the southbound bike lane is extraordinarily narrow, 
and welcomes the Committee’s suggestions. 

 
Commissioner Shapiro made the motion recommending: ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT in 
support of NOI-24-99-TESD with two suggested changes. 
Committee Member Sussman seconded the motion.  
The motion passed unanimously with all Commissioners and Committee Members present 
voting in favor. 

 
B. DDOT NOI-24-72-TESD: Lane Re-configuration of westbound C Street NE between 17th and 16th 

Streets NE. Committee Member Sussman presented the NOI details, and one suggested 
addition to the NOI: to reduce the travel lanes of westbound North Carolina Avenue NE from 
two lanes to one from 16th E to 14th Streets NE. The suggested change would further protect 
bike lanes on the 1400-block of North Carolina Avenue NE. 
i. Committee Member Rogger asked Mr. Sussman knows why DDOT didn’t just choose to 

protect the bike lane in the first place. Mr. Sussman responded that it’s likely due to a 
complex intersection at 14th Street NE, Constitution Avenue NE and North Carolina Avenue 
NE. 

ii. Commissioner Wethington asked if DDOT would consider such a suggestion within the scope 
of the NOI. Mr. Sussman responded that DDOT only had a 10-day comment period 
originally, likely because they wanted to get it done as soon as possible, and that could 
affect additions to the NOI. 

 
Commissioner Wethington made the motion recommending: That ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT 
in support of NOI-24-72-TESD with one suggested addition. 
Committee Member Sussman seconded the motion.  
The motion passed unanimously with all Commissioners and Committee Members present 
voting in favor. 

 

https://ddotwiki.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/NI/pages/2462023709/NOI-24-99-TESD
https://ddotwiki.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/NI/pages/2430500865/NOI-24-72-TESD
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V. Community Comment. 
 
A. Committee Member Sussman reminded the community about the block party and First 

Anniversary Ride for Hill Family Biking kicking off at Maury Elementary School on April 27, 
2024. 

 
VI. Meeting adjourned at 7:45 pm. 
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May XX, 2024 
 
Acting Director Sharon Kershbaum 
District Department of Transportation  
Via email and the ANC Resolutions Website 

 
Re: ANC 6A Support for NOI-24-99-TESD 
 
Dear Acting Director Kershbaum:  
 
At a regularly scheduled and properly noticed meeting1 on May 9, 2024 our Commission voted X-X-X 
(with 4 Commissioners required for a quorum) to support DDOT’s Notice of Intent 24-99-TESD.  
 
The Commission would like to thank the Vision Zero Hardening team for putting together this very exciting project 
plan to improve safety for all road and sidewalk users at the intersection of 13th Street, Constitution Avenue, and 
Tennessee Avenue, NE. The proposed improvements are particularly compelling as they would have tangible public 
safety impacts immediately in front of, and adjacent to, Maury Elementary School. Maury enrolls nearly 600 students 
in grades PK3-5, 84 percent of whom live in-boundary, making this intersection heavily trafficked by families walking 
and rolling to school. Further, the Maury playground serves as a meeting place and recreational opportunity for many 
neighborhood families outside of regular school hours.  
  
The current flexiposts and temporary curb extensions have proven effective in slowing drivers at the intersection, the 
greatest site of potential conflict between drivers and vulnerable road users. Unfortunately, once drivers have cleared 
the narrowed sections of intersection, they drive at increased speeds. This Commission welcomes discussion on any 
additional measures that will reduce risks to vulnerable pedestrians and road users. Proven tools include, but are not 
limited to, automated enforcement (red light and speed cameras), vertical traffic calming, and reductions of vehicle 
lane widths. A significant amount of risk reduction could be accomplished by reviewing opportunities to add protected 
bike lanes, particularly in the 100 and 200 blocks of 13th Street NE. Residents and Maury families have been asking 
for additional traffic calming measures for years and ask, once again, for DDOT to consider these requests.  
 
The 200 block of 13th Street NE is also a school drop off zone. Parents and caregivers who drive to drop off their 
students regularly double-park on this block, as well as block alleys, bike lanes and fire hydrants. Some motorists have 
also been observed to leave vehicles idling while dropping off children at the 13th Street entrance. Frustrated drivers 
speed around these blockages and when the road is clear, overly wide lanes encourage speeds well above 15 MPH. 
Repeated requests for vertical traffic calming in the 200 block of 13th have been denied by DDOT.  
 
This Commission requests consideration of the 200 block of 13th Street for a partial School Street Pilot 
(https://www.openplans.org/blog/paris-streetfilms) and/or reexamination of student drop off processes and traffic flow 
to prevent bad driver behavior and reduce risks to pedestrians. For example, DDOT could grant permission for 
volunteers to set out cones and limit access to the 200 block of 13th Street NE to southbound traffic only during 
morning drop off (8-9am) on a trial basis. Drivers headed north on 13th Street from south of Constitution Avenue 
would transit north on Tennessee Avenue, left on C Street and then continue on 13th Street, reducing conflicts and 
congestion directly at the school. We are open to other traffic calming and pedestrian safety measures as proposed by 
DDOT.  
 

 
1 ANC 6A meetings are advertised electronically on, anc-6a@googlegroups.com, and newhilleast@groups.io, at 
www.anc6a.org, on Twitter (@ANC6A) and through print advertisements in the Hill Rag. 

https://www.openplans.org/blog/paris-streetfilms
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Overall, the Commission supports the project and specifics as presented and has the following recommendations and 
suggestions. 
 

● Square off and extend the northern pedestrian island on 13th Street. Currently, the pedestrian island on the 
north side of the intersection angles to the west, making the crossings between the island uneven. If the island 
were to be squared off, so that it extends straight down from the double yellow (as shown below in Figure 1 
and available here—with the green portions added and the red removed) there would be less distance to cross 
without refuge and room for buffer on the southbound bike lane. This buffer would provide another 
refuge/space for pedestrians crossing. Parents and caregivers have shared that they appreciate having the bike 
lane between the sidewalk and moving vehicles as additional protection from drivers. Please also extend the 
concrete island northward or add additional flexiposts. Residents report and Commissioners have observed 
southbound drivers crossing over the hatched portion to drive the wrong way and then head northeast on 
Tennessee Ave.  

 
Figure 1: Recommended squaring of existing pedestrian island 

● Move 100 block 13th Street bike lane curbside through the intersection and protect it. Given the width of 
13th Street between North Carolina Avenue and Constitution Avenue NE, there is an opportunity to move the 
bike lane curbside for the entirety of the block and extend north past the intersection with Constitution without 
having to remove any parking (Figure 2). This will further protect cyclists in what will still likely be a 
vulnerable position traveling north on 13th Street or Tennessee Avenue and make the curb extensions more 
continuous for pedestrians. Narrowing the vehicle travel lane to 10 or 11 feet here would further slow drivers.  

https://felt.com/map/13th-and-Constitution-Northern-Pedestrian-Island-Rebalancing-BWIWJc2xTBeINMF50DBkBB?loc=38.8922213,-76.9883293,20.65z&share=1
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Figure 2: Recommended curbside protected bike lane 

 
We understand that protecting the bike lanes for the full block  (100 13th Street NE) may be out of scope for 
this project, so we would propose that these lanes be protected between the proposed curb extensions as an 
alternative. Consistent with the comment above, a fully protected intersection including use of the bike lane as 
an additional buffer between excited school children and moving vehicles would improve safety for all. 

 
● Lastly, please share turning radius data/plans for FEMS vehicles turning onto the 200 block of 

Tennessee Avenue NE. One resident has expressed concern about the ability of FEMS vehicles to access the 
block once the flexiposted area is hardened. If the curb portions closest to the vehicle travel lanes are at street 
level (not curb level) larger emergency vehicles can drive on the edge of the sidewalk in an emergency (as they 
currently can drive over the flexiposts). Please share any information you might have in this regard.  

 
Thank you for this project plan and we look forward to installation later this year. We request that installation occur 
during DCPS summer break so as not to endanger Maury Elementary School’s many students during construction. 
 
Thank you for giving great weight to the recommendations of this Commission. I can be contacted at 
6A04@anc.dc.gov, Commissioner Wethington at 6A05@anc.dc.gov, and Transportation and Public Space Committee 
Chair Lynch can be contacted at 6ATPSChair@gmail.com. 
 
On behalf of the Commission, 
Amber Gove 
Chair, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6A 

mailto:6A04@anc.dc.gov
mailto:6A05@anc.dc.gov
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Minutes 
ANC 6A Economic Development & Zoning Committee 

7:00–9:00 pm, Wednesday, April 17, 2024 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 

 
 
Attending: Joal Mendonza (committee co-chair), Ayisha Lockett, Zaid Demian, Becca Buthe  
  
1.  Community Comments – no comments 
  
2.  Resolution of previously heard BZA/HPRB cases  

Three prior cases where the committee recommended and ANC6A recommended went before the 
BZA and were approved.  
Addresses are: 

• 808 I Street, NE (BZA #21084): To construct a third story and rear addition to an existing, 
attached, two-story with cellar, principal dwelling unit in the RF-1 zone.  

• 257 Warren Street, NE (BZA #21085): To construct two new, attached, three-story with 
basements, principal dwelling units in the RF-1 zone.  

• 1432 F Street, NE (BZA #21071): To construct a two-story rear addition to an existing, 
attached, two-story with cellar, principal dwelling unit in the RF-1 zone.  

 
3. Old Business – none  
 
4. New Business 

430 10th Street NE (BZA #21131): To construct a rear addition to an existing, attached, two-
story with basement, principal dwelling unit in the RF-1 zone.  Applicant is seeking a special 
exception The lot occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1 pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 
and Subtitle X § 901.2.   

Mr. Brigham of Landis Architects presented for the applicant. 

The Applicant intends to construct a “mud room” addition to the rear of the dwelling and add a 
second story to the garage.  This is a single-family home and they are seeking extra space 
predominantly to be used for storage. 

This is a 15 foot lot, single-family home, they seek to add a new “mud room” to the rear of the 
house and add a story over the existing garage. 

They have worked with HPO to keep the design in agreement with the architecture of the 
neighborhood and will go to an HPRB hearing later.  They have spread the word in the 
neighborhood (left leaflets in mailboxes) and reached out to the neighbor across the alley with 
11x17 version of the plans which included a shadow study as well.  They have letters of support 
from adjacent neighbors.  The church has not responded. 

Lot occupancy will exceed the 60% by right but the additional footprint of the mudroom is 
relatively small.  Neighbor privacy concerns are addressed by keeping window looking towards 
neighbors at head height both in the mudroom and the garage addition’s view toward the alley.  
The mudroom door looking towards the garage will be glazed and will look out onto the 
applicant’s back yard. 

There are full height windows facing the rear yard and house in the garage addition. 
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The garage addition will be 17 feet 5 inches from the backyard elevation on the house side and 
will be 19.25 feet high on the alley. 

There were no community questions. 

Joal Mendonza made the motion that ANC 6A send a letter of support to the BZA for a request for 
a Special Exception pursuant to Subtitle E § 5201.1 and Subtitle X § 901.2 from the lot occupancy 
requirements of Subtitle E § 210.1 to construct a rear addition to an existing, attached, two-story 
with basement, principal dwelling unit at 430 10th Street NE (BZA #21131) in the RF-1 zone.  
Ayisha Locket seconded.  Unanimous approval – the issue goes to the consent agenda.   

Meeting adjourned at 7:20 pm. 
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